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A system is "good" if it does what it's 
supposed to do, and "secure" if it 

doesn't do anything else.

Dr. Eugene "Spaf" Spafford

Security is a process, not a product.

Bruce Schneier



Malicious Activity Prologue

User phished

Custom Malware 
downloaded and executed 
via chrome
● Port scan local 

subnets
● Exfiltrate port scan 

results over DNS
● Copy itself to 

fileshares
● Rename copy to 

name from list of 
enticing filenames

Malware executed by 
different user via fileshare



The Tip: Anomalous behavior 
by a host on the network. 
Fusion of weak signals.



A basic aggregate chart of network connections from one intranet system to another



Modifying the query slightly we can create a chart of all new network connections originating from a given IP, bucketed 
into 5 minute windows



Commoditized data science means using understandable queries to establish statistical parameters on the fly and drop 
noise below the floor. Here we only show a 5 minute window that was 2 standard deviations from the mean.



Process whitelisting results in a lot of noise, but it can be a useful weak signal for fusion. Let's create a list from the 
previous 24 hours. We could automate this search to make it a rolling whitelist.



Using the whitelist, we can create a list of new process executables.



Combined weak signals become strong

At least 1 host is present in both weak signals

We could add more weak signals for higher 
fidelity

We walked through this manually here, but we 
could automate or combine into a single 
dashboard to automate mundane parts of threat 
hunting.



Hypothesis

Hypothesis - 10.0.1.6 is "funny lookin'"

Around 12/1 22:08, 10.0.1.6 had unusual 
network activity caused by never-before-seen 
process. 

Hypothesis: "totallynotmalware.exe" is malware.


